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Farrar Straus Giroux. Paperback / softback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Fame and Glory in
Freedom, Georgia, Barbara O'Connor, Will a spelling bee be the answer to all of Bird's problems? All
her life, all Bird has ever wanted is to be noticed in her small town and to get to Disney World. As it
turns out, Bird just might have a chance to realize at least one of her goals because of a state
spelling bee, and she might get to make a friend along the way?a boy named Harlem Tate who has
just moved to Freedom. Harlem seems like a kindred spirit?someone like Bird, whom people don?t
usually take the time to find the good in. (Unless it's someone like Miss Delphine, who always makes
Bird feel special.) But as much as Bird tries to get his attention, Harlem is not easily won over. Then
Harlem agrees to be her partner in the spelling bee, and if they study hard enough, the two might
just win everything Bird's always wanted. In Barbara O?Connor's funny new novel, a spunky young
girl discovers that sometimes all it takes to feel famous is a little recognition from true friends.
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Reviews
This pdf is fantastic. Sure, it can be engage in, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been developed in an remarkably straightforward
way and is particularly merely after i finished reading through this publication where in fact transformed me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Mr . Lee Simonis PhD
Merely no words and phrases to spell out. It is actually writter in basic words and phrases instead of di icult to understand. Your way of life span will
probably be enhance as soon as you complete reading this article ebook.
-- La ur en Q uitz on
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